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On the Structure ?]'Electro-precipitated Metals. 15 
we suppose a velocity equal and opposite to that of the ~ether 
to be impressed, both on tile ~ether and on the bodies of the 
solar system, the ease is reduced to that of the solar system 
moving through the ~ether supposed to be at rest. 
IV. On the Structure of Electro-precipitated Metals. 
By WARREN DE LA RUE, ESq.* 
r HE  following observations, being the result of an exten- 
F sive series of experiments on the practical application of the 
processes of electro-metallurgy, will, I am induced to believe, 
be acceptable to the Chemical Society. 
The various appearances of the metallic deposit are fami- 
liar to all manipulators in electro-metallurgy, and are distin- 
guished by the names crystalline, lesser crystalline, malleable, 
sandy and spongy ; the latter being produced by an excess of 
power in the battery, the first by too small a power in rela- 
tion to the strength of the solution operated on. All these 
deposits are however merely modifications of each other, they 
are essentially crystalline, and even tile malleable, or in other 
words the most cohesive, is very inferior in strength to metals 
wrought by the processes in ordinary use. 
The malleable is that deposit usually required; yet, even 
with all the art of a practised electrometallurgist, it is diffi- 
cult for a lengthened period to obtain it, inasmuch as the 
power of the battery, the temperature of the air, and conse- 
quently tile conducting power of the fluids composing the 
circuit are constantly changing their relation to the strength 
of the electrolyte to be decomposed. There are other causes 
presently to be considered which also play an important part 
in producing these difficulties, and which ~e shall better 
understand by considering what effect he form of the matrix 
and the nature of its original surface have on the resulting 
precipitate. 
It is well known to persons conversant with the precipita- 
tion of metals from their respective solutions by means of 
voltaic electricity, that these solutions become exhausted of 
the metal at the cathode to such an extent, that if we place 
the cathode on the surt~ace of the liquid all action after a short 
time ceases: the exhausted liquid being specifically lighter, no 
mechanical transfer of fi'esh liquid takes ptace'l', and conse- 
* Commnnlcated by the Chemical Society ; having been read February 
17, 1845. 
t Professor Daniell and Dr. Miller, in a paper on the electrolysis of se- 
condary compounds, have ntered into he i~iw~tication f these ph~eno- 
mena. 
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16 Mr. Warren De la Rue on the Structure 
quently the process is stopped. This exhaustion of the elec- 
trolyte is the primary cause of the difficulties of the process. 
If, for example, an attempt be made to produce a solid 
medal by depositing between the r spective matrixes of the ob- 
verse and reverse, the attempt would undoubtedly fhil; tile 
opposite and approachlug deposits never join and form one 
solid piece. The cause of this is sufficiently obvious, and can 
be easily traced to the exhaustion of the electrolyte; for as 
the opposite deposits approach they render the cavity smaller 
and smaller, and at last it becomes o reduced that its ca- 
pillarity interferes with the renewal of the liquid, and eventu- 
ally tile action ceases, acavity containing the exhausted liquid 
remains, and no true juncture takes place. 
The following experiment proves, in a striking manner, that 
the preceding is not merely a conjectural case. I prepared a
matrix by cutting angular lines about one-twentieth of an inch 
deep in a metallic plate, the angle of the opening being about 
35 degrees. On this was deposited copper to about he eighth 
of an inch in thickness ; the deposit was what would be termed 
exceedingly good, and, to a practised eye, uniform, there being 
but a slight indication of the original lines at the back ot 
the cast; yet tile copper could . . . .  be broken with great facility 
through the centre ot each line, m a plane bisecting the angle, 
presenting to the eye avery smooth and uniform fracture, and 
giving the idea of its having been rather purposely cut through 
than broken at random. Here we have an example of the 
interstitial space being not only left between the walls of the 
original groove, but existing through the additional eighth of 
an inch of deposited metal, from the obvious cause of the in- 
capability of the included liquid acting the part of a cathode. 
Plate I. fig. 1 is a diagram of the section through the matrix 
and deposited copper; A being the matrix, B the deposited 
metal. 
A matrix from a wood engraving presents a good example 
of the effect which the form of the mould has on the resulting 
deposited counterpart: in it we have a vast assemblage of 
minute grooves, the reverse of the lines in the engraving 
these grooves are never perfectly filled, fi'om the cause before 
stated, and the deposit is consequently cut up into all assem- 
blage of minute pieces, joined apparentl 9 though not in realitg, 
and nicely held together by the intricacy of their interlacings. 
The sky,'from its consistin'g of a number of straight lines-in 
the engraving, is especially tender and troublesome to obtain 
perfect. Though I have chosen the copy of a wood engra- 
ving as an example, fi'om its presenting an extreme case of 
difficulty, yet the same effect is produced under other cireum- 
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of ~Eleclro-precipitated Metals. 17 
stances; for instance, in the silver coating of a cylindrical 
vessel having a fiat bottom ; in it there will infallibly exist a 
fissure at the angle formed by the cylinder and the bottom. 
Hence we see the necessity of rounding off as much as pos- 
sible all angles where we intend to deposit metals with the aid 
of electricity. 
The surtace of the mould must consequently have an obvi- 
ous effect on the deposit, inasmuch as no surface can be per- 
fect in its polish; hence it must necessarily follow that the 
more gradual the undulations and depressions are, the more 
cohesive will be the deposit; a wax matrix is perhaps one of 
the best substances to deposit on, and a polytype matrix, ob- 
tained by pressing a woodcut into a melted metallic alloy when 
near its point of solidification, one of the worst, for we have 
on it a copy of all the pores of the wood; besides, the alloy 
being crystalline, its surface is, when microscopically exa- 
mined, exceedingly rough. All abrupt deviations from the 
original plane, though small, have all injurious effect on the 
resulting deposit, and this increases with the depth ; but deep 
or shallow, the result is the same, and differs only in amount. 
I have stated that all eleetro-metallid deposits are essentially 
crystalline in their structure; this is readily proved by sub- 
mitting them to the test of microscopic investigation, and 
however carefully they be prepared, we shall perceive that 
they consist of an assemblage of minute crystals more or less 
perfectly formed. In Plate I. fig..5 is represented a portion 
of a beautiful deposit on a polished piece of metal after five mi- 
nutes' action, the magnifying power employed being S00 times. 
In it the crystalline structure is rendered apparent, and we see 
moreover, here and there, groups of crystals starting up per- 
pendicularly from the surface to a considerable height. Such 
being tile character of the first layers, the crystals, as in the 
crystallization of a salt from its solution, increase in size, and 
could we even obtain a perfect surface to commence on, we 
must have, fi'om the very nature of the process, the production 
of inequalities, to which the shooting of these crystals above 
the general surface mainly contributes ; these irregularities, as 
before explained, can never perfectly be filled up, and a po- 
rous structure must result; add to this, that the crystallization 
likewise spreads laterally from the summit of one group of 
crystals to that of those in the neighbourhood, and it will be 
readily perceived that spaces are here and there enclosed, 
which can only become filled to the extent that tlle included 
liquid is capable of yielding metal. Hence the microscope 
reveals a structure such as I have delineated ill fig. 2, which 
is a section of electro-deposited copper magnified 100 times 
Phil. Mag. S. S. Vol. 27. No. 177, ~d 9 1845. C 
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18 Mr. Warren De la Rue on the Str~zcture 
linear; the section is a cutting made with sharp scissors 
through a plate of about the fortieth of an ineh in thickness, 
having the character of tile lesser crystalline, and appeared to 
the unassisted eye perfectly polished and compact. Fig. 3 is 
a representation of the back of the samo specimen, showing 
clearly its crystalline structure ; this is likewise magnified 100 
times. Even the most compact specimens present, under a 
sufficient magnifying power (see fig. 5), the same porous ap. 
pearance; the pores are smaller, it is true, but greater in 
number, and the character of the deposit is the same. I here 
again repeat that the electro-metallic deposit is essentially 
crystalline in structure; in fact it is but a tissue of crystals 
interlacing but not adhering. We may dimirJish the power of 
the battery with respect o the quantity of metallic salt present 
in the electrolyte, so as to btain, by these favourable circum- 
stances, large and well-formed erystals,--we may go on in- 
creasing the power, and produce the crystals more and more 
hurriedly, and eonsequently smaller and smaller and less per- 
feetly formed, but we ultimately reach a point in the quantity 
of electricity transmitted, that, if we increase it, the electrolyte 
cannot be renewed with sufficient rapldity at the surface of 
the cathode, and we have larger spaces left unfilled, thus pro- 
dueing the sandy deposit. Lastly, we may increase it to so 
great an extent that the metal assumes the form of the spongy 
deposit; but still all are crystalline. 
The ridges or lines which are frequently seen at the hack 
of electro-casts, placed vertically in the trough, more especially 
in those where there are sharp angles jutting out from the 
matrix, are produced by these points impeding the upward 
flow of partially exhausted liquid, and causing it to run in 
little detached streams; where these exist there the deposit is 
formed less quickly than in those parts where the liquid is 
stronger, consequently we have a hollow or groove produced, 
which remains permanent. To produce an interchange of 
the fluid in the precipitating troughs, a constant stream of 
fresh liquid was caused to run in at the bottom whilst the 
weak fluid overflowed at the top: the resulting current in 
meeting the upward flow of the fluid at the surface of the elee- 
tro.cast produced a series of vortices, and changed the vertical 
ridges into a series of curiously-curved lines, which were 
equally objectionable; hence this scheme had to be rejected. 
:Fig. 4 is a magnified representation of a curious electro- 
deposit of silver, kindly furnished me by Mr. Napier, who has 
named it "silver sponge," from its resemblance to that sub- 
stance. Under the microscope it is a most splendid arboreseent 
assemblage of crystals, and presents us with an extreme case 
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of Electro-precipitated Metals. 19 
of crystallization i electro-metallic deposits. The drawing is 
made 200 times the natural size. 
To return to an electro-copy ofa wood engraving: it is found 
by examination under the microscope, and would be antici- 
pated from the preceding remarks, that each line has a space 
in its centre ; they are in fact exceedingly hollow, and present 
much the appearance of the hollow crystallized cakes of sugar 
made by confectioners, and hence we see the advantage of 
thoroughly tinning it at the back as soon as we have removed 
the east fi'om its matrix; the tin insinuates itself into a great 
number of the pores and binds the whole firmly together. 
With the help of" a little chloride of zinc the tinning is effeeted 
very readily, and shouhl be clone without disturbing the struc- 
ture by filing. 
There is one phmnomenon, connected with the employment 
of electro-casts, exeee(lingly curious--it is their uselessness 
for printing with vermilion ink (sulphuret of mercury), which 
is not tile case with respect to rdinary engraved copper 
bIoeks. When an electro-cast is inked over with vermilion 
printing ink, and a few impressions have been taken, the 
vermilion is blackened, and as the process is continued the 
copper begins to get white, and at last so much mercury is 
precipitated on the surface as to prevent the adherence of 
the ink. 1 am inclined to think that the porous and divided 
nature of the electro-cast is the sole cause of its decomposing 
the vermilion, and that the purity of the copper is not con- 
cerned in it. 
In most of the preceding remarks I have alluded to depo- 
sits of copper, but I wish it to be understood that they. apply 
equally to gold, silver or other metals; and such beingthe 
nature of precipitated metals, I consider that though the 
eleetro-metallurgic processes are a valuable addition to the 
arts, there are uses to which they should not be applied; as, 
for example, the coating of one metal with another when it is 
intended to protect he covered metal from the action of cer- 
tain fluids, at all events wihout the precaution in all possible 
cases of subsequently partially fusing the coating metal. 
The production of ornamental pieces of plate, and the sil- 
vering or gilding of such objects as are not subject o much 
fi'iction, is not open to the same objections. Platinum and 
palladium also, if ever obtained by the electro-metallurgic 
process in plates or other forms, should subsequently be sub- 
jected to the process of welding and hammering. It has been 
proposed to copper the bottoms of ships by this process ; apart 
from the great difficulty of effecting this on a large scale, the 
copper in my opinion would be far too friable for such a use. 
C2  
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20 Dr. Hofmann on the true Composition of Chlorindatmit. 
Copper duplicates of steel or copper engravings, it is well 
known, are not nearly so durable as the original plates, yet 
in some cases they may be advantageously employed,--not 
however where very large numbers are likely to be required, 
as, for example, in the printing of bank notes. I was once 
consulted as to the practicability of coating the interior of the 
air-pumps and the valve facings of large marine engines by the 
electro-metallurgic process, and I include this as one of" the 
improper applications of the art. In conclusion, I again re- 
peat, that the processes of electro-metallurgy are a valuable 
acquisition to the arts, yet it is necessary to bern" in mind its 
detects, in order that we may not apply it to purposes for 
which it is unfitted. 
V. On the true Composition of CMorindatmit. 
Bff AUGUST WILHELM HOFMANN, Ph.D.* 
I N a preceding memoir on the Metamorphoses of In(ligc6 I have described under the name of trichloraniline a body 
which may be regarded as aniline, in which three equivalents 
of hydrogen are replaced by an equal number of chlorine : 
Aniline =Cl~ H 7 N 
fH 7.N Trichloraniline . = C,~ -]_Cl~f " 
I had already, a year and a half ago, observed the forma- 
tion of this body by the action of chlorine on anilinet, but at 
that time the quantity obtained was so small that I was 
obliged to content myself with a conjectural opinion of its con- 
stitution. More lately I found that the same substance was 
produced by the treatment ofchloraniline with chlorine. Even 
by the last-mentioned way the quantity obtained was but 
small. With all my efforts I could not obtain more than 
was just sufficient for one combustion, which unfortunately 
gave somewhat oo much carbon:~. Although myself tho- 
roughly convinced of the exactness of the given formula, -  
the method of formation of this body, the complete ana- 
logy with tribromaniline and ehlorodibromaniline, indepen- 
dently of the analysis adduced, being sufficient evidences,--I 
thought, it however desirable to place the composition, of tri- 
chloramline beyond every doubt by the produeuon of better 
numbers. 
At first I thought of obtaining these numbers by a repeti- 
* Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read February 
17, 1845. 
4; Liebig's Ann. vol. xlvii, p. 68, and Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxvi. p. 199. 
~. See the preceding Memoir. 
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